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A sales person uses on average 20 minutes per follow-up email to the leads, 
they meet on trade shows. If you take these twenty minutes, your total amount 
of leads gathered and the number of trade shows, your company attends, it is 
clear that following up takes not only many hours, but is also a considerable 
expense for your company.  

To avoid spending costly hours following up, it may be worth considering to 
utilise some of the existing solutions for sending emails automatically. This will 
give your company a new advantage to beat your competitor to a sale during 
the initial follow-up before they have even left the trade show.  

It cannot be emphasised enough, how important it is to follow up on your lead 
within a reasonable time frame while your products are still clear in your lead’s 
memory. An automated email solution moves your sales people ahead in the 
sales process, allowing them to work with sales rather than follow-up when they 
return from a trade show.  
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Find automated solutions for when you are following up on 
a lead - this will save you time and allow you to quickly 
build on your lead. 
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Qualify your leads and collect relevant lead information 

Sales people talk of hot and cold leads. A hot lead will quickly become cold, if 
they met with unprepared communication by a company. 

It is especially important for your company to qualify your leads so you are 
prepared to meet the leads, where they are instead of sending out your entire 
product catalogue to them. 

Agree on elements of qualification within your company. This will give your 
sales people the necessary support when moving the sale forward - and make 
sure, sales people make the qualification from these predetermined elements 
as soon as on the trade show. 

Beat your competitors to the next sale. 
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How did the trade show go? 

The answer to this question should be given precisely and from a ROI 
perspective, when asked by management. It is a great advantage for sales 
people to be able to show management the trade show results. A graphic 
dashboard with statistics, provides the bigger picture of your trade show 
performance.  

That being said, statistics can also provide the necessary overview that lets you 
know, where to put in an extra work effort for future trade show participation. 
Maybe a specific client group has received too little attention, or maybe focus 
should be moved to other areas of the business. 

Find a tool to create overview of the output from  
each trade show. 
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Structures and processes create transparency in the collection of leads which 
makes the following work to get orders more efficient.  

It is far easier to recollect information, when there is a homogeneous 
understanding of lead management in the company; where is the most 
important lead information, first or last.  

Lead systems can help you built a hierarchy in your lead information from your 
company’s understanding of which factors make a lead important. 

Structure the lead collection with a fixed model. 
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Most companies look for cloud solutions, when they are storing valuable data. 
This is also an advantages when finding a place to store your leads.  

Especially to make sure data does not disappear if an employee leaves your 
organisation.  

Leads and clients are the most valuable company information, and as such, it is 
important to take good care of them. Therefore the first and most important 
task for a cloud solution, is to keep your data safe.  

Increase security measures by storing lead registrations  
in a cloud solution. 
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If you think VivoLead could be relevant for you and your company, you can sign 
up to our system for FREE trial or send us an email. 

When we have received your registration in our system, we will make sure, you 
receive the necessary for you to set up your VivoLead account with your own 
documents, web links etc.  

Let VivoLead boost your current way to participate in trade shows. VivoLead 
offers an attractive solution that your colleagues in sales and marketing will be 
able to use again and again at all your trade shows.  

We already have many satisfied customers who use VivoLead every day across 
the world and we are among the leaders on the market of trade show lead 
registration.  

Get more information about Vivolead on our website. 

What can you do if you are interested in VivoLead?
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Get started for free

https://vivolead.com

